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Abstract
Cognitive Robotics Logic (CRL) is an extensible logic language for characterizing actions and change, in particular for use in cognitive robotics.
Its development emphasizes the issues of syntax, expressivity, underlying
semantics and entailment methods (dened in terms of the semantics). Development of proof methods is de-emphasized. The salient results from this
approach refer to the range of applicability and other related properties of
the entailment methods. These results constitute a metatheory of actions
and change.
CRL is syntactically dened as a base language and a surface language.
The base language is characterized by the following aspects:
 its three major predicates Holds, Occurs, and Occlude, which provide
coherence when the language is extended
 its reportoire of categorial functions, which is augmented when additional expressiveness is required in the language.
The surface language provides additional notational convenience, and is
dened by translation to the base language.
The range of expressivity includes actions with duration, nondeterministic actions, actions in hybrid worlds with piecewise continuous uents, some
forms of ramication and causation, imprecise sensors and actuators, action
failure, and some aspects of goal-directed agent behavior.
Entailment methods are functions that map scenario descriptions to sets
of intended models. They are dened using a reportoire of set-theoretic operations on sets of formulas and sets of models, including but not restricted
to minimizing a set of models with respect to a preference relation.
A progression of underlying semantics is dened, beginning with the
partial state-transition semantics and its immediate generalization, the trajectory semantics. These underlying semantics are used for the formal analysis of the range of applicability of various entailment methods, including
both those proposed by the others in this research, and those that developed
in the course of the present work.
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1 Scope
Contemporary logics of actions and change provide answers to questions
of expressivity and implementation. Logics are required to express simple
scenarios correctly. They are also expected to have a proof theory, for
example using a reduction to classical (monotonic) rst-order logic, or by
relying on logic programming. Examples of such logics of actions and change
include several variants of the Situation Calculus j-aij-64-337] and of action
description languages j-jlp-17-301], the Event Calculus j-aij-77-249], and
Time and Action Logic f-linep-98-15].
The approach and results presented here complement those e orts by
providing a metatheory of actions and change whose rst purpose is to relate logics of actions and change, such as those mentioned above, to their
intended meaning. For example, the metatheory provides answers for questions of the form \under which conditions is a specic logic L guaranteed
to give the intended results for given queries?". The \intended results" are
then dened in terms of an underlying semantics the denition and the use
of such an underlying semantics is a characteristic feature of the metatheory.
Logics of actions and change have two major application areas: for
commonsense reasoning, and for cognitive robotics. We emphasize the latter aspect, which has led us to address the modelling of continuous processes, the actual properties of sensors and actuators, and the modelling of
the autonomous agent itself. We therefore use the term Agent Systems
Metatheory and the acronym ASM for characterizing the whole approach.

1.1 Cognitive Robotics Logic

Concrete results on the metatheory level are often best formulated in terms
of a particular logic syntax. However the results are not tied to that choice
of syntax, since results formulated for one logic can often be mapped to
corresponding results for another logic of actions and change. In the ASM
research we have used roughly the same logic syntax over a period of almost
ten years, but without emphasizing any particular name for it. We have also
chosen to allow minor variations in the logic between di erent articles. It
turns out, however, that for the purpose of reference it is useful to have
a stable denition and a specic name. The present article provides an
encompassing denition of the logic and introduces the name Cognitive
Robotics Logic for it, with the acronym CRL.
This Cognitive Robotics Logic provides a representational framework
within which various subsets can be identied for di erent purposes. Sometimes a sublanguage is selected in order to correspond to a particular need.
At other times, a sublanguage is identied as a language domain within
which a particular property can be proven to hold. In both cases, it is
useful to have a broad and coherent representational system to draw from,
although there has not yet been any occasion where the whole language was
used at once. In this respect the language used by a metatheory, such as the
CRL, di ers from the syntax used in a particular object-level investigation.
For simplicity and uniformity, CRL is formulated as a rst-order logic.
It inherits the conventional Tarskian semantics, which is complemented by
the underlying semantics in ways that will be further described below.
To summarize: the Agent Systems Metatheory (ASM) is able to make
statements about range of applicability and related properties in various
logics of actions and change. We dene a logic in the restricted sense of a
rst-order syntax for logic formulae, called Cognitive Robotics Logic (CRL),
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and use it for the primary formulation of ASM results. From there, the
results can be translated to apply to other logics for actions and change.
The use of CRL in ASM is strongly semantically oriented: it provides
notation, semantics, and semantics-based properties, but says nothing about
proofs. Besides for assessment results, this line of research has made several
contributions with respect to expressivity, such as the use of occlusion and
of ltering. These developments have later been adopted by several of the
specic logics of actions and change.
Although CRL itself says nothing about proofs, some of the related
research does. CRL was used (before its present name was assigned to it)
by Patrick Doherty and his students as the basis for Time and Action
Logic (TAL), which is a regular logic of actions and change that provides
well founded answers to issues of expressivity (in particular for ramication,
concurrency, and delayed e ects) and of proof methods using reductions
to rst-order logic. The relationship between TAL and CRL are further
described below and in Doherty's concurrent article about TAL.
CRL provides expressivity for the following three broad areas:
1. Classical issues in reasoning about actions and change: ramication,
qualication, and concurrency. These parts have largely been developed in the framework of TAL.
2. Hybrid systems: mixed continuous and discrete change description
of actions on multiple levels of details characterization of sensors and
actuators.
3. Modelling of the behavior of the cognitive robot or agent itself.
The present article is intended as a reference article, meaning that it
summarizes the common core of previously published work, and at the same
time it adopts a cleaner and more uniform notation. The notation has been
chosen so as to conform to TAL in the relevant parts. Forthcoming articles
will be able to refer to the present one for background and basic denitions,
instead of repeating them each time. Because this is the goal, the article
intentionally only describes previously published approaches and results. It
di ers from a tutorial in that it assumes a general familiarity with the topic
of research \reasoning about actions and change". Please refer to our article
in the Handbook of Logic in AI, s-Gabbay-94-439] for a general introduction
to this topic.

1.2 Meta-level elaboration tolerance

McCarthy has introduced the concept of elaboration tolerance c-fcs-98-198].
On the object level, a logic is elaboration tolerant to the extent that it
allows scenario descriptions to be modied and extended with additional
information of new kinds. We propose that elaboration tolerance is also an
important property on the meta level: a theory of actions and change is
meta level elaboration tolerant to the extent that it can readily be extended
with constructs for additional types of phenomena.
Meta-level elaboration tolerance is always a useful property, but it is
absolutely essential when choosing a logic framework for the Agent Systems
Metatheory. CRL has therefore been designed as an extensible language in
the sense that there are well dened ways for extending its expressiveness
with respect to both the syntax and the semantics, and in such a way
that proven results from earlier language generations can be inherited in
controlled ways by later generations. The present article describes those
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extension mechanisms. Several of the fundamental features of CRL have
remained unchanged for a period of ten years, while the expressiveness has
been extended considerably.

2 Syntax of simple CRL
Full CRL allows expressions for uents, actions, and uent values to be
formed using functions with objects as arguments, for example the uent
colorof(car4) and the action paint(car4 red). The use of such functions is
very important in most applications, but when it comes to dening the
syntax and the properties of the language it is mostly a distraction: it
increases the complexity of the denitions, but without introducing any
signicant new issues. Therefore, we shall rst introduce the subset simple
CRL where this possibility is excluded. The extension to CRL with domain
objects will be discussed in section 6.

2.1 Surface language and base language

One of CRL's extension mechanisms is to use two levels of language: a surface language and a base language. The base language is a quite conventional

rst-order logic with a minimal number of constructs, which is convenient
for the analysis of formal properties of the language and, in particular, the
reasoning methods using the language. The surface language has a larger
set of constructs, but all of them are dened in terms of translations to
the base language. The surface language is designed in order to provide
the best possible expressiveness for actual scenario descriptions in concrete
applications.
Additional expressivity has often been obtained by adding constructs to
the surface language, but it has been possible to dene them in terms of the
same base language as before. This has assured the survival and continued
applicability of theoretical results inasmuch as they are formulated in terms
of the base language.
The constructs in the surface language are of three kinds:
 Core constructs, that is, constructs that have immediate counterparts
in the base language.
 Abbreviations, that is, constructs that can be translated to the base
language without recourse to any information outside the abbreviation construct itself.
 Context dependent constructs, which can only be translated using
other formulas in the same scenario description (set of axioms).
Several of our articles have treated the base language and the core constructs of the surface language as identical. TAL introduced the use of
separate syntax for those two, and we follow that practice in CRL. We now
proceed to the denition of CRL syntax.

2.2 Types and predicates

Simple CRL uses the following four types:
 timepoints, usually chosen as the integers or as the real numbers. The
word time is used as synonym of timepoint.
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 uent names or features, formed constructively by starting with a

nite number of individuallly named objects, and extending the domain using categorial functions (see below).
 uent values, which for the purpose of simple CRL are chosen as
the integers or the reals. The reals are used when continuous valued
uents are needed. Otherwise the integers are used as a universal
uent-value domain, avoiding the need to have di erent value domains
for di erent uents.
 actions which, like uents, are formed from a nite number of individually named objects, extended using categorial functions.
The distinction between uent and uent name is similar to the distinction between function and function symbol. Technically speaking, a
function is a set of argument-value pairs, but we often say `function' when
we mean `function symbol'. Likewise, a uent is really a function from features to uent values, and a feature is the same as a uent name. However,
in common parlance the word ` uent' is often used to mean ` uent name',
and we will sometimes adopt that (mal-)practice in the present text.
Variables for these types are written as single letters, whereas constants
are written as words of more than one letter. Usually, variables for timepoints are written using the letters s and t, uent names using the letter
f and occasionally d or b, uent values using v or adjacent letters in the
alphabet, and actions using a and sometimes e and g (e for event, g for
goal).
There are three predicates, which are written as follows in the CRL base
language.
 Holds(t f v), expressing that the uent name f has the value v at
the time t.
 Occurs(s t a), expressing that the action a occurs with the starting
time s and the termination time t.
 Occlude(t f ), expressing that the uent name f is occluded at the
time t, which means that at that time it is exempt from the usual
\frame" assumptions of persistence or inertia.
The Holds predicate is of course a standard used in most approaches
in this eld, and the Occurs predicate is also quite obvious. The Occlude
predicate was introduced by us in 1989 c-ijcai-89-894] with the name X ,
to be used together with Holds and Occurs. The notation has been stable
since then, with only minor variations. Successive extensions to the surface
language have often been accomodated by dening their translations to this
xed set of predicates in the base language. We therefore consider them to
play a fundamental role in CRL.
The corresponding constructs in the core of the surface language are as
follows. Di erent authors and di erent articles have used slightly di erent
notations, so we o er several alternatives here:
 Holds(t f v) may be written t]f =^ v or H(t f : v) in the surface
language.
 Occurs(s t a) may be written s t]a or D( s t] a) in the surface
language. (Here, D stands for 'do').
 Occlude(t f ) may be written X( t] f ) in the surface language.
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For the purposes of some works, it has not been necessary to include

Occurs in the base language, and the corresponding surface-language expres-

sion s t]a has been considered as a context dependent construct, translated in each case to an expression formed using Holds and Occlude.

2.3 Categorial functions

The types of uents and actions are categorial, in the sense that they represent the categories in which the world is modelled in this logic. By a
categorial function we mean a function that maps uents and/or actions to
new uents and/or actions. To be precise, the arguments and values are
uent names, i.e. features as remarked above, or similarly for action names.
While the three predicates Holds, Occurs, and Occlude are being kept
xed, it is often possible to add more expressivity by introducing additional
categorial functions. (This is one of CRL's extension strategies). The following are the categorial functions that have been introduced and used so
far. Notice, however, that not all the articles use all of them: usually only
some of the categorial functions are considered at a time.

2.3.1 Categorial functions for use with continuous time

In c-kr-89-412] we introduced the idea of embedding di erential calculus in
logic for the purpose of characterizing hybrid systems, that is, systems exhibiting real-valued and piecewise continuous uents over continuous time.
This required the following operators:
 If f is a continuous valued uent, then @f is a uent whose value at
time t is the derivative of the value of f at time t provided that f has
a derivative there.
 If f is any uent, then f is the left limit value of f and %f is similarly
the right limit value of f in case those are well dened.
In those cases where the derivative, left limit value, or right limit value
are not dened from the uent f , it remains a modelling decision whether
to assign a specic value to @f , f , and %f , respectively. This requires
additional axioms in each case.
It follows that if f is continuous at time t then f , f , and %f have the
same values there. On the other hand, suppose for example that f represents
the horizontal velocity of a ball that bounces without loss of energy against
a vertical obstacle at time t. The resulting constraint is expressed as follows:
Holds(t f v) ^ Holds(t %f v ) ! v = -v
0

2.3.2 Composition of actions

0

Composite actions are written using the following operators, which were
introduced and used for assessments in b-Sandewall-94], chapter 12:
 for sequential composition of actions,
 if ::: then ::: else ::: for conditional composition,
 do ::: until ::: for repetition.
For some purposes it is possible to view these operators as abbreviations,
so that they only exist in the surface language.
If p is a propositional uent, then test(p) is an action that is always
applicable, executes instantly, does not change the state of the world, and
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succeeds at time t i p is true at that time. Such actions are used as elements
in composite actions.

2.3.3 Categorial functions for sensors and actuators

If f is a uent representing the true value of a quantity in the environment,
we let obs(f ) represent the observed value of f according to the available
information source(s). Also, if f is a uent whose value can be controlled
using the robot's actuators, we let set(f ) represent the value that the actuators are requested to set.
For example, knowledge about the accuracy of the sensor or information
source for f may be stated by an axiom such as
Holds(t f v) ^ Holds(t obs(f ) v + d) ! j d j  0:2
A control rule saying that if the distance to the car in front of `me' is less
than 10 meters, then the velocity vel(me) of our car shall be 2 m/s less than
the velocity of the car in front might be stated as
Holds(t dist(me CarInFrontOf(me)) d) ^ d < 10^
Holds(t vel(CarInFrontOf(me)) v) ! Holds(t vel(me) v-2)
Drakengren introduced a variant of Holds that referred to observation uents obs(f ). The present notation is immediately intertranslatable with his
proposal.

2.3.4 Categorial functions for applicability, invocation, and
failure of actions

If a is an action, then we let app(a) be the uent that is true at a time t
i a is applicable at that time. Also, inv(a) is momentarily true at t i a is
invoked then. Finally, fail(a) is momentarily true at t i a terminates with
failure at that point in time.
The article j-etai-1-105] is the latest source for axioms characterizing
the properties of these categorial functions.

2.3.5 Formation of propositional uents

Fluents intended to have a truthvalue are represented with the values 1 and
0 in the base language. In the surface language, these are written as true
and false , respectively.
If f is a uent and v is a value, then f : v is the uent that is true i f
has the value v. Thus
Holds(t f : v true ) $ Holds(t f v)
An expression f : v is parsed as (f ) : v.

2.3.6 Uses of these categorial functions

In j-etai-1-105] and c-kr-98-304] the categorial functions for applicability,
invocation, and failure were used for characterizing goal-directed behavior.
An earlier article, j-aicom-9-214], c-hart-97-3], used similar notations
for relating high-level and low-level descriptions of actions. (The notation
used in that article is now viewed as surface constructs that can be reduced
to the categorial functions that have been introduced in this section).
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2.4 Branching time

Although CRL is mostly used with linear time, the denitions in b-Sandewall94] use a general framework for the time domain that subsumes both linear
time and branching time. The assessment proofs are formulated for linear
time, but there is a concise description of how the denitions and proofs
can be generalized to the case of branching time. It seems clear that all the
assessment results generalize without additional restrictions. The specics
are found in sections 6.1.8, 6.6.3, 8.5, 9.5, and 10.4 of the book.

2.5 Abbreviations

The following abbreviations provide additional convenience in using the
language.

2.5.1 Distributive abbreviations

The core constructs for Holds and Occlude are generalized as abbreviations
so that they can be written for intervals instead of single timepoints:
 s t]f =^ v means that u]f =^ v holds for every timepoint u in the
closed interval s t].
 X( s t] f ) similarly.
 Open and semi-open intervals are allowed similarly.
Also, the constructs based on the Holds predicate are generalized as
follows with respect to the uent-value combination:
 t]p abbreviates t]p =^ true for propositional uents.
 t]p ^ q means that both p and q have the value true at time t, where
p and q are propositional uents. Similarly for the other propositional
connectives, such as _ and :.
 Expressions such as t]f : v ^ f : v are then also well dened.
 t]f = d means that the values of the uents f and d at time t are
equal, and similarly for other relations besides equality (<, , etc).
 Expressions formed using arithmetic operations on uent values are
interpreted in the obvious way, as in for example
t]f1 + f2  f3
When intervals are used together with composite uent-value expressions, the latter are the \inner" ones. Thus s t]p _ q means only that p _ q
holds at each timepoint in the interval s t].
All the abbreviations of the form t]' can also be written H(t ').
0

2.5.2 Referring to change

0

The following abbreviation constructs are used in TAL for characterizing
change over discrete time. We generalize them here so that they apply to
continuous time as well.
 CT ( t] p) where p is a 'propositional' uent and for discrete time abbreviates t-1]:p ^ t]p. For continuous time it abbreviates t]:p ^
%p. In either case it expresses that p becomes true at time t.
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 CF ( t] p) where p is a 'propositional' uent and for discrete time
abbreviates t-1]p^ t]:p. For continuous time it abbreviates t]p^
:%p. In either case it expresses that p becomes false at time t.
We also generalize to the following:
 C( t] f v) for discrete time abbreviates t-1]:(f : v) ^ t]f : v
 C( t] f v) for continuous time abbreviates t]:(f : v) ^ %f : v
In all cases the rst argument may be written t in the place of t].

2.5.3 Referring to the execution of actions

The categorial functions dened in 2.3.4 are the primitive ones for characterizing the execution of actions, together of course with the predicate Occurs.
The following notations, now viewed as abbreviations, were introduced in
j-aicom-9-214]:
 G(s a) expresses that the action a is invoked (\go") at time s. It is
dened as H(s inv(a)).
 A(s a) expresses that the action a is applicable at time s. It is dened
as H(s app(a)).
 Ds ( s t] a) expresses that the action a is executed and succeeds over
the time interval s t]. It is dened as
D( s t] a) ^ :H(t fail(a))
 Df ( s t] a) expresses that the action a is executed and fails over the
time interval s t]. It is dened as
D( s t] a) ^ H(t fail(a))
 Dc ( s t] a) expresses that the action a started executing at time s
and is still in progress at time t. It is dened as
9uD( s u] a) ^ t  u]
The index c stands for \continues".

2.5.4 Constructs de ned in terms of occlusion

The occlusion concept has turned out to be surprisingly versatile for characterizing various phenomena. New uses of occlusion are often manifested
with new surface-language constructs. The following have been dened.
 s t]f := v abbreviates X((s t] f ) ^ t]f =^ v. This says that f
receives the value v some time during the interval from s to t, so that
it certainly has that value at time t. Technically, f is occluded in the
interior of the interval from s to t and at time t, but not necessarily
at time s. - This abbreviation is regularly used in action laws for
actions with duration, where the e ect of the action takes place some
time during its execution interval. It was rst introduced in c-ismis93-558].
 t]
t ] is used in TAL to express that becoming true at time
t causes to become true at time t . Technically, it is dened here
for the case of t]
t ]f := v, where it abbreviates
( t] ! t ]f := v) ^ (ind(C T )(t p) ! X(t  f )) ^ (t t)
0

0

0

0

0

0
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 For the I operator, please see the corresponding article on TAL.
For example, a situation-action rule for direct response can be written
on the form
t]obs(f ) : v ! set(f ) := v
asserting that if the uent f is observed to have the value v, then the uent
f shall be set to have the value v . Equivalently, it can be written
t]obs(f ) : v t]set(f ) := v
This immediately suggests how the rule can be written if a certain delay is
allowed between stimulus and response.
0

0

0

0

0

0

2.5.5 De ning the range of uents

Technically, uents can only be of two types: integer-valued or real-valued
ones. Integers (restricted to non-negative integers) and reals are considered
as two disjoint domains their union is the domain of possible uent values.
The predicate Discrete(v) says that v is a (non-negative) integer.
In practice, many discrete-valued uents will have values that are understood as qualitative values, such as \having the color green" or \being
at or near position L". Such uent values are technically represented as integers in a nite range 0 n] specied by an axiom. We use the abbreviation
Range(f n) for
Holds(t f v) ! Discrete(v) ^ 0  v  n
Propositional uents p (compare subsection 2.3.5) are therefore characterized by Range(p 1). We let true be an abbreviation for 1 and false for 0.
Clearly we have Range(f : v 1) for all choices of f and v.

2.5.6 Characterization of uent properties

In the simplest case of using this logic, all uents are persistent except during the interval of executing an action a ecting the value of the uent. For
domains with more complex persistence rules we use the following operations.
 Per(f ) abbreviates 8t vC(t f v) ! Occlude(t f )]. It indicates that
a uent is persistent, that is, that it does not change or have a discontinuity unless it is occluded.
 Dur(f v) abbreviates 8t:Occlude(t f ) ! Holds(t f v)]. It indicates
that v is the default value of the uent f , so unless it is occluded
at time t its value at t is v. Thus, the way to specify that f has a
nonstandard value at t is to state that it is occluded and what its
current value is.
These operations were introduced for TAL and in f-linep-97-14] as independent predicates. In CRL they are viewed as abbreviations.
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2.6 Context-dependent surface constructs

For many purposes, the relation Occurs in the base language does not have
to be used at all, and action laws are considered to dene the translation
of action statements in the surface language. This is best explained by an
example. Consider the occurrence statement
4 6]Fire
and the action law
s t]Fire ( s]loaded ! s t]alive := false )
In the presence of this action law, the occurrence statement is translated to
4]loaded ! 4 6]alive := false
which in turn is further translated to
Holds(4 loaded true ) !
8u4 < u  6 ! Occlude(u alive)] ^ Holds(6 alive false )
by expansion of abbreviations. This technique avoids the need to minimize
the occurrences of actions, which simplies the formal treatment. However,
for some of the more advanced classes of scenarios it doesn't work, namely
those where occurences of actions are implied from other known facts.
Notice how the abbreviations that were dened in section 2.5 have the
same expansion independently of the context where they occur, whereas
action expressions using the relation Occurs (or its abbreviations) are expanded using an action law that is also found in the scenario description.
For those purposes where it is not su cient to treat Occurs as an abbreviation, one simply has to replace by material implication in all the
action laws. However, the entailment criteria are then also a ected, because
one has to restrict action occurrences e.g. by minimizing Occurs.

2.7 Scenario descriptions

Several entailment methods and underlying semantics require that scenario
descriptions are partitioned so that each partition is a set of logic formulae.
Di erent partitions may use di erent subsets of the full logic language,
and they are also treated di erently by the entailment methods. Formally,
therefore, an n-place scenario description is an n-tuple of sets of formulae.
The specication of the number of partitions and their syntactic restrictions
is done separately in each underlying semantics.

3 Representational capabilities
The base language dened above allows the expression of the following phenomena:
1. Actions with duration (intrinsic in the language)
2. Composite actions
3. Nondeterministic outcome of actions (expressed using the relation
Occlude)
4. Nondeterministic timing of actions and their e ects (also expressed
using the relation Occlude)
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5. Metric time (intrinsic in the language)
6. Continuous time and piecewise continuous uents (intrinsic in the
language)
7. Derivatives of continuous valued uents (expressed using the operator
@)
8. Discontinuities, caused by other discontinuities or by some uent
value passing a threshold (expressed using the operators  and %)
9. Causation-type ramications (expressed using the relation Occlude
and the abbreviation )
10. Delayed e ects (expressed using the operator )
11. Interactions in (delayed) e ects using in uences (expressed using the
operator I ).
Note in particular the early account of causation in hybrid systems,
using causal explanation, by Persson and Sta in c-ecai-90-497]. Additional
examples of the use of this expressiveness are found in the associated article
on TAL and in example notes that are based on the present article.
The characterization of goal-directed behavior requires a few additional
predicates as dened in j-etai-1-105], c-kr-98-304].

4 Entailment methods
Generally speaking, an entailment method is a rule that allows one to go
from a collection of premises (known facts) to conclusions. Entailment methods may be expressed using inference rules, but in the CRL tradition we
have usually expressed them in terms of models. Many of these entailment
methods have been translated into corresponding circumscription policies
in the course of the work on TAL.

4.1 Preferential entailment methods

Preferential entailment which was introduced by Bossu and Si"egel j-aij-2513] (see also Shoham c-ijcai-87-388]) is the simplest case of an entailment
method. It is characterized by a preference relation on models, and maps
a set ; of premises to the set of selected models
Min(   ;]])
where  ;]] is the set of classical models of ;, and Min(  S ) is the subset
of S consisting of its -minimal members. We write ; j and say that
the formula is entailed by ; according to this entailment method i
Min(   ;]])   ]
Quite early it was observed that this class of entailment methods is
too restrictive for practical purposes. Sandewall c-ijcai-89-894] proposed
lter preferential entailment as a way of dealing correctly with postdiction
scenarios, where some observations refer to times other than the initial
time. In ltered preferential entailment, the set of premises is divided into
two partitions ;1 and ;2 , and the set of selected models is chosen as
Min(   ;1] ) \  ;2]
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Concretely, ;2 was chosen as the set of observations pertaining to specic
timepoints, and ;1 as the set of all other premises.
Other choices of entailment methods may be appropriate in order to
obtain additional expressivity, or for better performance properties. The
general formulation of entailment methods in b-Sandewall-94], page 195 is
as follows with some simplication. An n-place entailment method (where
n is an integer 1) maps an n-tuple of sets of formulae to a set of models
called the selected models, obtained from the n formula sets of the tuple
using:
 Syntactic transformations on a set of formulae.
 The function  ] .
 Minimization using a preference relation on models.
 Obtaining a largest subset of a set of formulae satisfying a given
property, e.g. consistency.
 Introducing additional 'system' axioms that are not part of the scenario description.
 Conventional set-theoretic operations on sets of formulae and sets of
interpretations.
A recent article j-etai-1-105] describes a four-place entailment method
that is intended for characterizing goal-directed behavior in an agent. A
particularly interesting entailment method is PMON b-Sandewall-94], p.
243 c-ecai-94-401] that also has the form
Min(   ;1] ) \  ;2]
but where ;2 is a designated set of \system" axioms and ;1 contains all
the premises characterizing the scenario: action instances, action laws, and
observations. The initial version of PMON dened ;2 as the set of nochange
premises according to the schema
C(t f v) ! X(t f )
for all uents f . (Several of the early papers studied the restricted case
where the uent domain was xed, nite, and every uent had a unique
name, so that quantication over uents was considered unnecessary. Hence
the need for an axiom schema in this case). Later variants of PMON have
extended the same method to more general cases, in particular PMON-R
for ramication c-ajcai-95-267] and for delayed e ects c-ecai-98-542].
Lifschitz j-aij-74-351] formulated ltering as nested circumscription and
showed its use for nonmonotonic applications in several areas, including for
several approaches to the frame problem1.

4.2 Non-preferential entailment methods

The above formulation of entailment methods subsumes the case where the
given set of premises is augmented with additional axioms, but no preference relation at all is imposed. Explanation closure can therefore also be
expressed in this framework.
The reference to ltering is marginally present in Lifschitz's articles on the
subject.
1
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4.3 Entailment methods without logic

If the duration of actions is disregarded, and actions are modelled only
in terms of their starting state and ending state, then each action can be
understood as a function from states to sets of states, and the action law as
a way of characterizing that function in logic. (Equivalently, of course, the
action is understood as a binary relation on states). This view suggests that
it may be possible and useful to characterize entailment methods directly on
the level of discrete mathematics, and without introducing logic formulae
at all. To account for a reportoire of actions, it is convenient to consider
one single state-transition function N (a r) mapping an action a and a state
r to a set of possible result states.
In particular, if the actual state-transition function is N , then an action
law for an action with inertia corresponds to a broader function N where
N (a r)  N (a r), and where r 2 N (a r) is true i there is some r 2
N (a r) where r is equal to r in all those components (features) that are
a ected by the action, but r is unconstrained otherwise.
With this denition, N corresponds to the monotonic reading of the
action laws: new values are specied for a few of the uents other uents
remain unspecied. The purpose of introducing nonmonotonicity is to impose the inertia assumption by reducing the set of successor states, which
corresponds to reconstructing N from N .
The article c-kr-96-99] used this approach for formulating a number of
entailment methods for ramication and for assessing their range of applicability.
0
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4.4 Reduction of entailment methods to circumscription and to FOPC
The most important path to implementation of entailment techniques appears to be by way of circumscription. Only the TAL part of CRL have so
far been concretely studied in this respect. Please see Doherty's article on
TAL for the specics.
Other implementation strategies have also been tried besides the use of
circumscription. In c-ismis-89-Sandewall] we described a tableau technique
that was directly based on an entailment method for an early (three-valued)
precursor of CRL.

5 Formal semantics and its use for assessments
5.1 Range of applicability

A metatheory of actions and change di ers from object level theories in that
the former analyses proposed entailment methods (in the context of their
respective logics) with regard to their range of applicability, ROA. The ROA
of an entailment method is dened as the set of scenario descriptions for
which the method's set of selected models equals the set of intended models
that is dened by an underlying semantics.
The purpose of the underlying semantics is therefore to capture our intuitions or simplifying assumptions about the matter at hand. Of course it
is not possible to prove that the underlying semantics captures the intuitions
correctly, or that the simplifying assumptions are appropriate. The range
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of applicability results therefore bottom out in an informally motivated decision as to the choice of ontological assumptions, formally expressed.
Each underlying semantics characterizes a certain range of expressiveness. As new expressiveness is added to the language, it becomes necessary
to revise the underlying semantics, even in those cases where the base language was retained and only surface-level constructs were added.
Just as many entailment methods require the use of partitioned premise
sets, so do our underlying semantics. Underlying semantics are therefore
dened for scenario descriptions, which are tuples of sets of formulae as was
said in subsection 2.7.
If $ is an n-place scenario description and S an n-place entailment
method, then S denes a set of selected models S ($) as discussed above.
The underlying semantics likewise denes a set of intended models Mod($).
The entailment method is said to be correct for $ i
S ($) = Mod($)
Consequently, the range of applicability for S is the set of all $ for which
the entailment method is correct.

5.2 Extending the expressiveness

As new expressiveness is imported into the language, the notion of classical models is retained unchanged, but the denition of intended models
is revised. For example, concurrency and ramication each require their
extensions to the underlying semantics. Notice that sometimes the syntax
extension is limited to the introduction of additional abbreviations in the
surface language, that is, very trivial extensions. For example, ramication
and concurrency did not require any syntax extension at all, and causality with delayed e ects motivated the introduction of the abbreviation
that was dened above. However, new underlying semantics was certainly
necessary.

5.3 The ontological family K-IA

The most developed underlying semantics has been presented in b-Sandewall94] and characterizes systems with the following expressive capabilities and
restrictions:
 Strict inertia
 Actions with duration in discrete metric time (linear or branching)
 Nondeterministic actions
 Composition of actions using sequential composition, conditionals,
and repetition
 No ramication, qualication, concurrency, or delayed e ects
 No surprises or external events
 The agent has complete knowledge of the current state of the world
This was a quite broad range of expressiveness compared to other approaches at the time, but of course it only covers a part of the CRL syntax.
The following language domains are involved:
 The full language dened by CRL syntax
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 The sublanguage of CRL covered by the mentioned semantics
 Several subsets again of that sublanguage, namely those that are the

range of applicability for some particular entailment method.
The book therefore introduces a code notation for ontological families,
that is, classes of scenario descriptions with well dened expressivity and
restrictions on expressivity. The ontological family characterized here is
written K-IA, and subsets thereof are named systematically. In particular,
the subfamily of K-IA where all actions are assumed to have the duration
of one time-unit is written K-IsA. The subfamily where all actions are only
characterized in terms of their starting state and ending state is written as
K-IeA. For them, there are no restrictions on the duration of the actions
or the timing of state changes within the action's duration.

5.4 Underlying semantics

The full denition for K-IA, which was dened in b-Sandewall-94], requires
a number of details, and here we shall only present its major aspects. We
rst dene the semantics for the subset K-IsA, and then the semantics for
K-IA. The notation is chosen along the lines of c-kr-96-99].

5.4.1 Partial state-transition semantics

Let a set F of features ( uent names) be given. A state r is a mapping from
features to corresponding values. A history H is a mapping from integer
times ( 0) to states.
Let N be a state-transition function
actions  states 7! sets of states

as introduced in subsection 4.3. Also, let A = fhti  aiig be a set of timepointaction pairs, where i 6= j ! ti 6= tj in order to avoid concurrency.
The set Hist(N A) of histories for N and A is dened as the set of all
histories H satisfying the following conditions. For each t 0, if ht ai 2 A,
then H (t + 1) 2 N (a H (t)). Also, if no action a satises ht ai 2 A, then
H (t + 1) = H (t).
This means of course that the history H is formed in accordance with
the state-transition function and the prescribed action occurrences, and
with the default of the world remaining unchanged at the times when there
is no action.
The intended models for a given scenario description $ 2 K-IsA can
in principle be obtained as follows. First, obtain the set of classical models
hHolds Occurs Occludei for $: According to the assumption, Occurs will
be a set of triples ht t + 1 ai. Construct A as the corresponding set of
pairs ht ai. For the given set of action laws, obtain the corresponding statetransition function N . The model hHolds Occurs Occludei is an intended
model i there is some H 2 Hist(N A) such that Holds(t f v) $ H (t)(f ) =
v, that is, the state H (t) assigns the value v to the feature f , for all t, f ,
and v.
This tentative denition has one major weakness: it does not express
the `frame' assumption, that is, the assumption that action laws can be
written so that uents that remain unchanged need not be mentioned in the
action law. In order to capture this important consideration, the denition
is extended as follows. The denitions in the previous paragraphs remain
valid unless changed.
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Let X (a r) be a function
actions  states 7! sets of features

that satises the following condition: if r 2 N (a r) and f 62 X (a r), then
r(f ) = r (f ). In other words, only those features that are members of
X (a r) are allowed to change their value in any of the transitions allowed
by N .
For given N and X , the partial transition function N is dened as a
function that maps actions times states to sets of partial states, dened by
N (a r) = fr y X (a r) j r 2 N (a r)g
where r y F is the function restriction operator. In other words, the members
of the value set of N (a r) are restricted to those features that occur in
X (a r). Note that the argument is still a complete state.
The purpose of this construction is to obtain an entity N that directly
corresponds to the action laws. As was discussed in section 4.3, it provides
a way of escaping from the complexities of the logic formulae, to a more
concise representation that in particular is syntax independent. The syntax
for action laws in K-IsA is dened so that the translation between them
and N is straightforward in both directions.
The function N that is used here and the function N dened in section
4.3 have similar motivations but di er technically. N is used in the account
of ramication. Note that X can be reconstructed from N but not from
N.
The `overwrite' operator r  r is dened so that (r  r )(f ) equals r (f )
if the latter is dened, otherwise it equals r(f ).
The function Hist was used for the provisional denition of intended
models. It is now generalized as follows for the case of partial transition
functions. The set Hist(N  A) of histories for N and A is dened as the
set of all histories H satisfying the following conditions. For each t 0, if
ht ai 2 A, then H (t + 1) = H (t)  r for some r 2 N (a H (t)). Also, if no
action a satises ht ai 2 A, then H (t + 1) = H (t).
The denition of the intended models for a given scenario description
in K-IsA is then nalized as follows. Obtain the set of classical models hHolds Occurs Occludei. Occurs will be a set of triples ht t + 1 ai.
Construct A as the corresponding set ht ai. For the given set of action
laws, obtain the corresponding partial state-transition function N . The
model hHolds Occurs Occludei is an intended model i there is some H 2
Hist(N  A) such that Holds(t f v) $ H (t)(f ) = v, that is, the state H (t)
assigns the value v to the feature f , for all t, f , and v.
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5.4.2 Trajectory semantics

The partial state-transition semantics does not represent the details of how
uents may change at di erent points in time during the execution of an
action with extended duration. It is therefore only adequate for the ontological families K-IsA and (after some simple modications) for K-IeA.
The trajectory semantics is adequate for full K-IA, and is a fairly simple
generalization of the partial state-transition semantics. Whereas N maps
an action and a state to a set of partial states over a subset of the features,
the trajectory transition function maps an action and a state to a set of
sequences of partial states. The denitions are as follows.
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A trajectory for a set F of features is a non-empty, nite sequence of
partial states that are dened exactly over F . A trajectory transition function N 2 for a function X , with the same structure as dened above, is a
mapping from actions times states to sets of trajectories such that N 2 (a r)
is a set of trajectories for X (a r).
The function Hist is now generalized again. Let A be a set of triples
hs t ai where the intervals s t] pairwise overlap in at most one point, and
let N 2 be a trajectory transition function. The set Hist(N 2  A) of histories
for N 2 and A is dened as the set of all histories H satisfying the following
conditions. For each s 0, if hs t ai 2 A for some t and a, then there is
some trajectory w 2 N 2 (a H (s)) that has length t-s, and where
H (s + i) = H (s)  w(i) for all i where 1  i  k
Also, for each u 0 that does not satisfy s  u < t for any hs t ai 2 A, it
must be the case that H (u + 1) = H (u).
The denition of the intended models for a given scenario description $
in K-IA is nalized in complete analogy with the preceding variants. Obtain the set of classical models hHolds Occurs Occludei for $: Occurs is a
set of triples hs t ai. For the given set of action laws, obtain the corresponding trajectory transition function N 2 . The model hHolds Occurs Occludei
is an intended model i there is some H 2 Hist(N 2  Occurs) such that
Holds(t f v) $ H (t)(f ) = v, that is, the state H (t) assigns the value v to
the feature f , for all t, f , and v.

5.5 Extensions over K-IA

Several extensions to this underlying semantics have been made. In ckr-96-99], the partial state-transition semantics is extended to the case of
ramication. The approach is as follows: the transition function N is represented in two parts, namely the invocation relation G(a r r ) and the causal
transition relation C (r r ). The full execution of an action a in a starting
state r is modelled as a chain
G(a r r1) C (r1 r2) C (r2 r3) :::C (rk-1  rk)
and if rk has no successor according to C then rk 2 N (a r).
In c-sss-95-Yi], Yi extended the trajectory semantics to account for concurrent actions. In t-pisa-98-1], Brandoni extended the trajectory semantics
to the case of continuous time.
Some of the syntactic constructs that are dened in the present article
have not yet obtained their corresponding underlying semantics. This does
not mean that they lack representational rigor, of course, but only that
we do not yet have the tools for assessing the properties of their proposed
entailment methods. In particular, the syntactic expressions for sensorimotoric phenomena and for agent behavior still await obtaining underlying
semantics.
0

0

6 CRL Extension for Domain Objects
Most applications require a formalism that is able to refer in a systematic way to several physical objects of the same type. For example, one
may wish to refer to several cars, each of which has uents representing its
current velocity, its current direction, its color, the license-plate number,
who is the present driver, and so on. We use the term domain objects for
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objects in this sense, in order to distinguish them both from description
objects such as timepoints and uents, and from data objects that only exist
computationally.
In conventional logic, such a requirement is met by going from propositional to predicate logic, and the ramications of that step are well understood. In CRL, like in any current logic for reasoning about actions and
change, the extension is trivial in one sense and nontrivial in another.
With respect to syntax and classical semantics, the matter is quite
straightforward. All it takes is to introduce one or more additional domains for domain objects, and to allow functions that map domain objects
or combinations of them, to uent names. It is natural to allow domain
objects to be rst-class citizens, which means there must be object constant
symbols, object variable symbols, and so forth. These are the aspects that
we chose to exclude at the beginning of this article. The DFL logic in the
book \Features and Fluents" was dened so as to allow a single class of domain objects. The carefully worked-out denition of TAL in f-linep-97-20]
contains a complete account of the required denitions.
As one denes the underlying semantics and the nonmonotonic aspects
of domain objects, two phenomena are worth mentioning:
 Many practical scenarios are characterized by a nite and relatively
small number of domain objects. This may be e.g. the set of cars
or the set of persons that participate at once in a given scene. The
scenario therefore has a closure property with respect to the objects:
one is able to enumerate and name the objects in the scene only
those objects that are mentioned in this way need to be assumed to
exist for the purpose of the argument.
 General statements about the application, such as action e ect laws
and domain constraints, apply across all scenarios and independently
of the number of domain objects in them. For example, the laws
about the e ects of a move action in a blocks world apply regardless
of the number of blocks in the scenario at hand.
The rst observation shows that such scenarios are inherently only
propositional: it is possible to replace a nite formalization using explicit
domain objects by a larger but still nite formalization (except for the use
of an innite time domain) that does not use domain objects. For example,
the uents colorof(car1) and colorof(car2) may be replaced by the \atomic"
uents Colorof Car 1 and Colorof Car 2, provided that every proposition
containing a universal quantication over objects is replaced by a corresponding conjunction of instances, one for each of the nitely many objects,
and similarly for existential quantications. In that sense, the \propositional" case of these logics is applicable to a larger class of practical examples than what might strike the eye at rst.
The second observation modies the picture somewhat. As long as we
are satised with only reasoning about one single scenario at a time, we
can x the set of domain objects and treat the formalization as essentially
propositional. However, if instead we wish to reason about all scenarios, or
at least several scenarios with a varying number of domain objects, it is no
longer possible to use the closed-world assumption on domain objects. For
example, if we should wish to use logic for deriving consequences, in blocks
worlds, of using move and other similar actions, and if we should wish our
conclusions to hold regardless of the number of domain objects, we do have
a \rst-order" situation. Then it is not possible to x the domain, and the
problem is no longer essentially propositional.
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7 Summary
Cognitive Robotics Logic (CRL) is an extensible logic language for characterizing actions and change, in particular for use in cognitive robotics.
Its development emphasizes the issues of syntax, expressivity, underlying
semantics and entailment methods (dened in terms of the semantics). Development of proof methods is de-emphasized. The salient results from this
approach refer to the range of applicability and other related properties of
the entailment methods. These results constitute a metatheory of actions
and change.
CRL is syntactically dened as a base language and a surface language.
The base language is characterized by the following aspects:
 its three major predicates Holds, Occurs, and Occlude, which provide
coherence when the language is extended
 its reportoire of categorial functions, which is augmented when additional expressiveness is required in the language.
The surface language provides additional notational convenience, and is
dened by translation to the base language.
The range of expressivity includes actions with duration, nondeterministic actions, actions in hybrid worlds with piecewise continuous uents,
some forms of ramication and causation, imprecise sensors and actuators,
action failure, and some aspects of goal-directed agent behavior.
Entailment methods are functions that map scenario descriptions to sets
of intended models. They are dened using a reportoire of set-theoretic operations on sets of formulas and sets of models, including but not restricted
to minimizing a set of models with respect to a preference relation.
A progression of underlying semantics is dened, beginning with the
partial state-transition semantics and its immediate generalization, the trajectory semantics. These underlying semantics are used for the formal analysis of the range of applicability of various entailment methods, including
both those proposed by the others in this research, and those that developed
in the course of the present work.
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